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Shrewsbury and West Shropshire CAMRA

Support Shrewsbury Pubs

9-12 September
Suggested Route - Copthorne & Frankwell

9-12 Sept
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There is a frequent bus service (11) between the bus station and The Beacon, putting this suburban pub within easy reach. Take the bus one way, walk the other!
6

These pubs had consistently high beer scores before lockdown
These pubs intend to have additional/special beers for the event

1

The Beacon is a large suburban community pub with reputation for good beers and LocAles, and for good food. It has
pleasant outdoor terraces facing but separate from the main road. Could be worth booking during key food service
times. 01743 344286

2

The Bricklayers Arms is a good sized Joules tied house with a beer garden and a reputation for well kept beers and solid
pub food. The original landlords (former pub of the year winners) have returned recently.

3

The Bull in the Barne looks like a mid-terrace house externally but is tardis-like inside and has an amazing beer garden
with superb views over the Severn and the West Midlands Show Ground.

4

The Olde Bucks Head serves high-scoring beers usually including Bass and provides great pub grub. It has a basic pub
garden, and a lovely sun deck! The pub hopes to increase the beer range for the event.

5

The Olive Tree is a Tapas Bar which welcome drinkers and usually serves two ales. There is a small garden and some
pavement seating.

6

The Wheatsheaf is a small local in an urban setting with a total commitment to real ale, holding several events and
festivals each year. The pub has embraced outdoor drinking with a marquee and decking. The ale range is intended to
increase for the event
Severn Social is a quirky US-style sports bar in a refurbished dairy. Real ale is often available but is not guaranteed.
Booking recommended Fri/Sat (01743) 232624

7

8

Albert’s Pour House is a combined coffee house, cocktail bar, and real and craft ale emporium. Then to top it all it has a
Thai restaurant upstairs! One of Shrewsbury’s most fashionable venues it hopes to get in some rare beers for the event.

9

The Anchor is an up and coming real ale venue with an increasing reputation for good beer and food. They hope to get
some of their pubco’s more unusual ales for the event, but regardless there will be a warm welcome and a good pint.

10

The Chapel Bar was created in a listed former Methodist chapel incorporated into Shrewsbury’s Theatre Severn. Unfortunately, restrictions on the operation of the theatre mean that it is unlikely to be open for the event. Please check.

11

Although strictly not part of this route, the Boathouse is a possible diversion with good ales and well reviewed food. It
also has an amazing beer garden overlooking the river. Booking for drinks is essential (01743) 231658

Please follow the social distancing and hygiene rules in each pub. These have been carefully designed to match that particular pub and to
keep you, your group, pub staff, and others safe. They might change in response to the Regulations in force when you visit, so please be
aware of restrictions on numbers and number of households in your group. It is also more than usually important to drink responsibly to
protect yourself, your companions and emergncy responders. The QR code will take you to the Whatpub.com page for the Beacon, and you
can find the others using the “nearby pubs” tab

